Sponsorship Invitation
ScaledML 2019 Sponsorship Tiers
We are happy to announce the 4th Annual ScaledML Conference on March 27-28, 2019, expecting
around 600 Machine Learning engineers and researchers to attend.
Two Turing Award Winners, the creators of TensorFlow, PyTorch, Caffe, Spark, TensorRT, OpenAI,
and others will lead discussions about running and scaling machine learning algorithms on a variety
of computing platforms, such as GPUs, CPUs, TPUs, & the nascent AI chip industry.
This conference aims to bring together researchers running and scaling machine learning algorithms
on a variety of computing platforms to foster discussions between them. The goal is to encourage
algorithm designers for these platforms to help each other scale and transplant ideas between the
platforms.
We have grown over the years and are expecting a record number of participants who represent the
artificial intelligence and machine learning community. Among our speakers are:

• Dave Patterson (Turing Award Winner)
• Manuel Blum (Turing Award Winner)
• Jennifer Chayes (Technical Fellow, Microsoft)
• Ion Stoica (Executive Chairman, Databricks, Professor at Berkeley)
• Srinivas Narayanan (Director, ML/AI at Facebook)
• Richard Socher (Chief Scientist, Salesforce)
• Bill Dally (Chief Scientist, NVIDIA)
• Ilya Sutskever (Cofounder and Director of OpenAI)
• Full list at scaledml.org
Event Format
This year, the conference will be a two-day event. Both days will include talks, panel discussions,
and booths & exhibitions for sponsors at the event.
Expenses
Money raised from our sponsorships will be used to cover conference expenses, including:

•
•
•
•
•

Facility costs and setup for both conference days
Free registrations for sponsors
Subsidized registration for Bay Area students
Recorded video of all speakers
Lunch and coffee for both days

Sponsorship Levels
Sponsors are essential in helping us host this event and we hope you’ll join us in making this vision
a reality. We are currently offering two levels of sponsorships:
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1.

Tensor Sponsors: $20,000 (limited to 5)
◦ All-day recruiting and demo booth for public display

◦
◦
◦
◦
2.

Recognition as a Corporate Sponsor on the ScaledML website and all materials
On-site event banner with company logo
Recognition during the conference welcome
Four reserved conference registrations

Vector Sponsors: $10,000 (limited to 10)
◦ Logo on the ScaledML website

◦
◦

Recognition during the conference welcome
Two reserved conference registrations

To serve as a sponsor for the 2019 ScaledML Conference, please email your selection from the tiers
above to sponsor@scaledml.com and we will followup with payment details. Please don’t hesitate to
email with questions about facilities and other sponsor-related requests.
With warmest regards,
The ScaledML 2019 Team

